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Cary Fagan, My Life Among the Apes, Cormorant, 2012

Novels tend to rule the competition for the most prominent literary 
awards in fiction, so the short story collections fortunate enough 
to earn nominations almost always pique my interest. In 2012, The 
Juliet Stories by Carrie Snyder made the short list for the Governor 
General’s Award; Cary Fagan’s delightfully titled collection My Life 
Among the Apes secured a spot on the Giller Prize long list. Snyder is 
a relative newcomer on the scene, The Juliet Stories being her second 
book, while Fagan is an established, award-winning author of five 
adult novels and numerous children’s books. Although neither col-
lection ultimately took home a prize, and they differ greatly in struc-
ture, style and content, a devoted short-story fan can see how these 
authors received the coveted nods from the prize juries.

The Juliet Stories is a vibrantly imagined novel-in-stories in the real-
ist mode, told from a present tense, third-person perspective, closely 
following the title character for the majority of the book. The nine 
stories comprising Part One occur in post-revolutionary Nicaragua, 
1984, with the Friesen family stepping off a plane at the opening of 
the story ‘Rat.’ Bram and Gloria Friesen, peace activists with the 
Roots of Justice, and parents of 10-year-old Juliet and her brothers 
Keith and Emmanuel, have moved to Managua to protest the Amer-
ican involvement in the civil war. From the start, Snyder pulls us in 
with her precise descriptions of the tumultuous setting. The palpable 
fear and danger imbedded in the details propel this story and the 
others in this section:

 The city is falling down, or already fallen. Dark green canopied 
vehicles, spilling with soldiers, cruise the streets. Among shacks and 
shanties run skinny dogs and loose pigs. Children dart towards the 
truck to touch Juliet’s hand, fingers scratching, papery and dry, as 
they cross her knuckles.
 Managua smells like cooking fires, like the sultry burn of incense.

 Snyder packs her linked narratives with lively, unusual, some-
times inventive diction, and in most cases, her choices successfully 
shape the observant, dream-like perspective of preadolescent Juliet. 
Occasionally Snyder’s prose jars, such as in the story ‘Borrowers’ 
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when Juliet ‘rabbits herself hunched and blinking’—I had to pause 
for a moment to picture how someone might ‘rabbit’ herself—but 
on the whole, the rapid-fire, amped-up language strikingly comple-
ments the emotional intensity underpinning the scenes.
 The stakes in this section remain high throughout as the family 
smacks into obstacles not only physically, but also emotionally, re-
vealing the cracks in Bram and Gloria’s marriage and the stress the 
children face in the ravaged, foreign environment. In ‘She Will Leave 
a Mark,’ Keith is temporarily lost when the family attends a political 
rally. Gloria embarks on an affair with a German expat while Bram 
grows more deeply immersed in the Roots of Justice mission. Part 
One ends with an unforeseen but believable turn as young Keith is 
diagnosed with cancer, forcing the Friesens back north, and home.
 The first part of The Juliet Stories takes place under unique, grip-
ping circumstances, relayed in a day-to-day time span. Part Two faces 
the task of holding our intrigue as its narrative shifts to a completely 
different setting with more conventional subject matter, scattered over 
a greater period of time. In stories such as ‘The Four Corners of a 
House,’ the narration delves into the perspectives of Gloria and Bram 
in addition to a maturing Juliet, and the historical story ‘Girls’ told to 
Juliet by her grandmother takes place in postwar Germany. While this 
departure into the lives of other characters expands the overall nar-
rative, I missed the internal preoccupations of Juliet in the Nicaragua 
stories and the excitement of the previous section.
 Keith’s illness is perhaps the most poignant, memorable event in 
Part Two, largely due to the bond between Juliet and her brother that 
Snyder so insightfully depicts in Nicaragua:

She loves her brother—but is this retrospect? They have the capacity 
to argue over the most insignificant subjects, over who sits where, over 
who saw what first; they toss magic phrases at each other like amulets, 
lists of words that have weight only because they’ve agreed between the 
two of them that they do...

 The events which follow Keith’s battle, including Juliet’s trials fall-
ing in love, have a hard time measuring up to the intensity of all that 
has come before. Yet they inevitably answer the pressing question 
that arises at the conclusion of Part Two, namely, what is going to 
happen to this weary young family upon returning from a war zone? 
Snyder might have avoided answering the question and ended The 
Juliet Stories on the flight home from Nicaragua. Instead, she plun-
ges headlong to meet the challenge, and the latter half reveals some 
of the pitfalls inherent in the novel-in-stories form. For linked stories 
do create a novel-like time continuum and scope, allowing for greater 
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unity and character development. But the novel-in-stories is ultim-
ately not a novel, and unity does not necessarily evoke resonance. 
In the case of The Juliet Stories, the last few stories feel somewhat 
strained, losing steam as the book heads toward its conclusion. Still, 
Snyder has successfully drawn a riveting portrayal of Reagan-era 
Nicaragua and a shaken gringo family whose members struggle to 
recover in the aftermath of their experience.

The 10 stories in Cary Fagan’s collection My Life Among the Apes 
first appeared in publications such as The Antigonish Review, The 
Fiddlehead and Best Canadian Stories. Filled with flawed, idiosyn-
cratic characters and situations, these contemporary tales take place 
in locales from Toronto to Cape Cod, New York City to Germany. 
Fagan spins his darkly humorous yarns in an assured, deceptive-
ly simple prose. These characters are utterly believable, the voices 
ringing clear and true, springing deep from complex lives. Consider 
this passage from the opening story, ‘The Floating Wife,’ in which a 
woman reflects on her husband’s life as a magician, and the events 
which led to her eventually leaving him:

You must understand, I know that my husband worked extremely hard 
at a job of tremendous pressure. He was an otherwise attentive hus-
band and a good father, and he never wavered in his support of my own 
career as a doctor... I would have stayed with him, no matter how sick 
I became of phrases such as ‘ forcing,’ ‘penetration frame,’ and ‘coin 
clip,’ or how often at a dinner party he would unscrew the top of the 
salt shaker, pour the contents into his hand, and then throw it at the 
guest across the table only to have the salt vanish. I would have stayed 
if, after his retirement, he had not decided—no, insisted—on turning 
professional.

In this story, and the others in the collection, a thread of tension 
pulls the reader through with surprising turns and unforeseeable 
but satisfying resolutions. Neither the magician’s wife nor the reader 
sees the famous trick of the story’s title, which is an unexpected 
twist considering how Fagan has planted the premise of ‘the float-
ing wife’ from the beginning. But this does not feel disappointing for, 
by the end, we realize the trick doesn’t matter. The story is about 
the wife’s relationship with her husband and the understanding and 
misunderstandings that come with a life-long marriage.
 Several of the stories touch on romantic relationships, including 
‘The Brooklyn Revenge’—a twisted tale of a widow who moves to 
New York City to confront her husband’s long-time mistress, only 
to find the woman living alone with terminal cancer. While affairs, 
heart attacks and loneliness hardly make for unfamiliar territory in 
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contemporary literature, Fagan’s approach to his subject rings fresh 
and funny, as far from well-worn as you can get; each story contains 
the emotional resonance of a novel. I would have happily read an-
other 10. My Life Among the Apes exemplifies the best of what short 
fiction can do. Both his collection and Snyder’s earned their notable 
positions on the award stage.

— Vanessa Blakeslee


